Extending SEE for large-scale phenotyping of mouse open-field behavior.
SEE (Software for the Exploration of Exploration) is a visualization and analysis tool designed for the study of open-field behavior in rodents. In this paper, I present new extensions of SEE that were designed to facilitate its use for mouse behavioral phenotyping and, especially, for the problems of discrimination of genotypes and the replication of results across laboratories and experimental conditions. These extensions were specifically designed to promote a new approach in behavioral phenotyping, reminiscent of the approach that has been successfully employed in bioinformatics during recent years. The path coordinates of all animals from many experiments are stored in a database. SEE can be used to query, visualize, and analyze any desirable subsection of this database and to design new measures (endpoints) with increasingly better discriminative power and replicability. The use of the new extensions is demonstrated here in the analysis of results from several experiments and laboratories, with an emphasis on this approach.